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The skyâ€™s no longer the limit with Disneyâ€¢Pixarâ€™s next hit, Up!Meet Carl and Russell. Carl is

old and lonely. Russell is young and looking for a friend. When theyâ€™re thrown together on the

adventure of a lifetime, they discover that friendships are great at any age! This Little Golden Book

retelling of Disneyâ€¢Pixarâ€™s newest film, Up, will appeal to adventurers of all ages.
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A great sum-up of one of the greatest Pixar movies of all time. A very easy read for an end of the

night bedtime story. Short enough to maybe get a couple books in when reading to your child. Great

illustrations as well.

Bought these for my 2 year old daughter and can't wait to read these to her. I remember these

books when I was little.Love these little books for a 2 year old as well as they are short and easy to

read.Great price and great quality.

The story is a bit different than the movie and the book is very tiny....It should have had more pages

and made it a bit larger (not like the golden books)...I guess Disney took over the studio and likes to

milk the cash cow!! My son is soo hooked on this movie so I had to buy it.



I pretty much rate all these Golden Books as 5-stars. Quality construction, a very good price, and

the pictures have a cutesy look to them that mimics the movie they're based on, but with a style of

their own.

Son loves the book. Very nice to read and creates good mom-son bonds while reading this book

together. The book reminds me of the movie which has a good story line. The friendship between

the young boy and the old man is very heartwarming. Age doesn't matter to become true friends.

Bought these for my son because they reminded me of my childhood. Overall, exactly like I

remembered them. Reason I deducted a star is because the pages are not cut with precision and

are slightly misaligned with the book covers.

I love the movie UP and wanted to be reminded of the story, the characters, and the colors. This

book's colors are awful/dull. It left out my favorite parts of the movie/story. And it was told in such a

boring way that I did not care about the characters.

If you are a fan of the movie "UP" and are looking for merchandise, it can be hard to come by! We

love "UP" and we love the little golden book version.
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